Introduction {#s1}
============

The cognition of geographic space is a topic attracting researchers from various disciplines. The vast majority of research into spatial cognition has been directed towards the acquisition, encoding, storing, recalling and decoding of spatial information [@pone.0098148-Downs1], [@pone.0098148-Wessel1]. These psychological fundamentals, however, have hardly been exploited to upgrade the geographical perspective on space -- especially when it comes to the question of how to design useful and effective graphic replica of the topographic reality [@pone.0098148-Fabrikant1], [@pone.0098148-Dickmann1].

Object-location memory is fundamental for investigations of spatial cognition. When people learn locations of objects, they abstract the spatial structure of a layout in terms of a spatial reference system [@pone.0098148-McNamara1], [@pone.0098148-Tversky1] to form a mental representation or cognitive map of the environment [@pone.0098148-Tversky2]. Such cognitive maps can be derived from the environment (direct experience) or from working with graphic media representing the environment (indirect experience), i.e. maps or map-like visualisations [@pone.0098148-Dickmann2]. Thus, cognitive maps involve information about spatial objects, relations and distances between objects as well as the absence of objects and other information gaps [@pone.0098148-Barkowsky1]--[@pone.0098148-OKeefe1]. There is some evidence that cognitive maps based on indirect experiences are prone to systematic distortions [@pone.0098148-Tversky3]--[@pone.0098148-Tversky4]. These consistent distortions are premised on hierarchical (top-down) processing of spatial information [@pone.0098148-Baylis1]--[@pone.0098148-Stevens1].

In addition to spatial distortions caused by hierarchical top-down coding, the majority of systematic distortions in spatial cognition based on indirect experiences are thought to have perceptual origins. These distortions reflect the principles of perceptual grouping [@pone.0098148-Coren1] and hierarchical encoding of spatial information [@pone.0098148-Tversky2], [@pone.0098148-Hurts1]--[@pone.0098148-McNamara3]. It is known from vision research that such perceptual organization has early beginnings [@pone.0098148-Tversky4], [@pone.0098148-Montello1]. It likely starts with the first fixation on a visual scene [@pone.0098148-Oliva1]--[@pone.0098148-Biederman1]. Therefore, it is assumed that perception- and memory-based processes influence spatial memory in a conjoint fashion [@pone.0098148-Eastman2]. The map reader splits the spatial layout into a set of perceptual object units (spatial "chunks"). This perception-based chunking is guided by structuring map elements that 'regionalize' the map and supports learning of objects and their spatial relations [@pone.0098148-Hurts1], [@pone.0098148-Hommel1], [@pone.0098148-ClementsStephens1]. Here, learning refers to a superordinate framework consisting of specific graphic features, such as grid lines or map-inherent features [@pone.0098148-Eastman1]. These graphic features create a functional structure, such as road, railway and river systems or coordinate grids. They represent spatial information aggregates of the map contents. These spatial information aggregates, on the other hand, are structured hierarchically and are as such essential parts of cognitive maps [@pone.0098148-Eastman1], [@pone.0098148-Hirtle1], [@pone.0098148-McNamara4]. Accordingly, recent evidence from vision research reveals that structuring map elements, such as grids, assist both the perception and recognition of object locations [@pone.0098148-Leifert1]--[@pone.0098148-Martin1]. For example, Stainer and colleagues [@pone.0098148-Stainer1] were able to show that a grid structure on a visual scene changes eye-movement fixation patterns from having a central bias to quadrant-based central biases. Again, this effect can be shown to start with the first fixation on a scene.

In cartography, empirical studies on map perception or design are of increasing importance (see especially [@pone.0098148-Stacho1]--[@pone.0098148-Bollmann1]). Cartographers often emphasise that empirical research has so far hardly addressed systematic examinations of cartographic elements in terms of the formation of cognitive maps [@pone.0098148-Fabrikant1], . Given that topographic maps as used in cartography differ from abstract maps (i.e. blank maps that often comprise only black lines and simple object symbols), at least in terms of visual complexity, the question arises whether the displayed information can be used to reduce systematic distortions of spatial knowledge about the displayed environment. For example, square grids overlaid on topographic maps are commonly used in a traditional cartographic or geodetic context, i.e. to define coordinates or to find locations of map objects [@pone.0098148-Hake1]--[@pone.0098148-Maling1].

The function of grids as structuring map elements in topographic maps has hardly been explored so far. A standard approach to investigate spatial memory is the recall paradigm when people are asked to recall previously learned object locations from maps or map-like visualizations [@pone.0098148-McNamara1], [@pone.0098148-Tversky4], [@pone.0098148-Hirtle1], [@pone.0098148-McNamara3], [@pone.0098148-Lloyd1]--[@pone.0098148-Montello2]. For example, it was recently shown that compared to blank maps, continuous grid lines improve the recall of object locations learned from these maps (as indicated by reduced distances from the original locations, [@pone.0098148-Bestgen1]). Similarly, already the presentation of a topographic base layer (i.e. a sketch of physical height information) reduces the mean distance error. Adding grid lines to a physical base layer does not lead to further improvement in recall performance [@pone.0098148-Bestgen1]. Both map features add visual complexity to a map. By adding visual details, these map elements support the regionalization of a visual scene and provide reference objects that can be used to encode categorical spatial relations [@pone.0098148-Kosslyn1]. Thus, it has been argued that complex maps, such as urban maps, support the formation of more accurate cognitive maps due to their higher number of reference nodes [@pone.0098148-Golledge1]. In vision research, linearly increasing effects of the amount of distinct visual details (i.e. 'clutter' [@pone.0098148-Rosenholtz1]) on visual search times for targets in a scene are reported [@pone.0098148-Neider1], but a relation to object-location memory has not yet been examined.

Other authors suggested that spatial distortions are greater in cognitive maps of complex, especially urban, topographies [@pone.0098148-Lloyd2]--[@pone.0098148-Evans1]. Similarly, cognitive load theory [@pone.0098148-DeLeeuw1], [@pone.0098148-Chandler1] assumes that our cognitive system seeks to avoid redundant information. For example, from a cartographic perspective, the user is at the heart of the map design process [@pone.0098148-Meng1]--[@pone.0098148-Gartner1]. Hikers, bikers and travellers need different information when making themselves familiar with an area\'s topography [@pone.0098148-Tversky5]. Thus, going along with cognitive load theory, information layers not directly supporting the users should be avoided. It is suggested that avoiding redundant information in the construction of maps reduces the mental effort [@pone.0098148-Tversky5], [@pone.0098148-Davies1] and may therefore improve the encoding of spatial relations. As a consequence, different base map topographies varying in their visual complexity and different layers of map information should be considered when investigating the effects of grids on spatial memory.

One aim of the present study was to examine the effects of different grids on object-location memory in a recall paradigm as measured by the percentage of correctly recalled object locations and their average deviation from the original object location (or mean distance error). The factor GRID refers to different visualizations of grids (e.g., continuous lines, dashed lines, crosses, cf. [Figure 1](#pone-0098148-g001){ref-type="fig"}) as used in cartography [@pone.0098148-Hake1], adding different levels of complexity to the map. In addition to GRID, the map-inherent factors LANDSCAPE (5 levels) and DENSITY (3 levels, nested within LANDSCAPE, see Methods) were used in this study to investigate topographic base maps with different levels of visual complexity. Summarizing the above literature (e.g., [@pone.0098148-Dickmann1], [@pone.0098148-Bestgen1]) it was expected that both the grids and the more complex topographic visualizations improve object-location memory.

![The four kinds of grids.\
Each map was featured with four different kinds of grids (upper left: continuous lines, upper right: dashed lines, lower left: crosses, lower right: no grid). The example used in this illustration is the map of Sendenhorst, Germany -- derived from ATKIS-Basis-DLM (cf. [Figure 2](#pone-0098148-g002){ref-type="fig"}).](pone.0098148.g001){#pone-0098148-g001}

Methods {#s2}
=======

The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the local ethics committee of the Faculty of Psychology, Ruhr-University Bochum (Germany). All participants gave their written informed consent prior to being included in the study.

Participants {#s2a}
------------

One hundred forty-four participants (62 male, 82 female) aged between 19 and 35 \[M = 24.3; SD  = 3.0\] participated in the study for pay. All participants were unaware of the study purpose and reported having normal vision or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants were students at the Ruhr-University Bochum. They were unfamiliar with the topography represented in the study materials.

Materials {#s2b}
---------

Sixty-four different digital maps were created as study materials. The scale of each map was 1/10,000. This map scale is ideal for users dealing with, for instance, route planning, travel management, city maps and tourism -- i.e. user groups dealing with wayfinding and navigation issues [@pone.0098148-Bezirksregierung1]. The sixty-four maps were subdivided into four sets of sixteen maps differing in the type of GRID: continuous grid lines (A), dashed grid lines (B), crosses (C), no grid (D) (see [Figure 1](#pone-0098148-g001){ref-type="fig"}). A, C and D are common design patterns used by cartographers when they make maps [@pone.0098148-Hake1]. A continuous grid is defined as a possible map feature in official German 1/10,000 scale topographic maps [@pone.0098148-AdV1]. Apart from type D, the grid layers contained or indicated continuous compositions of equidistant and parallel lines forming identical square cells. Each grid cell covered an area of 1 km^2^. The sizes of the cells were based on the principle of spacing with horizontal and vertical grid lines each 1,000 meters on a 1/10,000 map [@pone.0098148-Hake1], [@pone.0098148-Maling1]. The grid layer was spatially adjusted so that it created six square cells, three in the horizontal plane multiplied by two in the vertical direction. Compared to type A, type C has the aesthetic advantage of causing less overlap with other map objects [@pone.0098148-Hake1], [@pone.0098148-Goodenough1]. Type C indicates the chunking of the map surface into squares, whereas type A involves continuous squares. Type B is closely related to a so-called "rouletted grid" [@pone.0098148-Maling1] in which the lines are composed of closely-spaced dot-like units. At present, this is a quite unusual alternative in mapmaking [@pone.0098148-Maling1]. However, it is a solution that decreases the overlap compared to type A and emphasises the square structure more than type C. Matching the proposal of the ATKIS-catalogue for map graphics [@pone.0098148-AdV1], the colour of the grids was black (R: 0, G: 0, B: 0). The line width was 0.5 pt/0.18 mm and thus matched the cartographic guideline of using either dark brown or black lines of 0.1--0.2 mm gauge [@pone.0098148-Maling1].

In addition, two factors of map-inherent complexity were selected: landscape category (LANDSCAPE) and information layer density (DENSITY). Sixteen maps (15 main trials and one practice trial) of each set represented the topography of sixteen different places in North-Rhine Westphalia (NRW), Germany. NRW covers an area of about 35,000 km^2^ and includes rural and mountainous areas as well as areas of high urban density [@pone.0098148-Wolf1]. This topographic diversity was considered in the qualitative map-inherent factor LANDSCAPE, representing five categories of characteristic types of topography: highly rural, rural, rural-suburban, urban, highly urban ([Figure 2](#pone-0098148-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Map complexity can also be measured by the total number of distinct objects (DOs) displayed [@pone.0098148-Harrie1], [@pone.0098148-Schnur1]. Therefore, the five categories are also defined quantitatively by a sufficient number of DOs when considering all object information currently displayed in an ATKIS-based map, excl. verbal elements. The approximate numbers of DOs for the five categories were 600 (highly rural), 1,000 (rural), 1,600 (rural-suburban), 2,400 (urban) and 4,500 (highly urban). The number of DOs was determined using the multiresolution segmentation algorithm [@pone.0098148-Baatz1] and further image classification methods implemented in the geographic object-based image analysis (GEOBIA) software Trimble eCognition Developer 8.7.2. The segmentation and classification considered spectral pixel values (coloured) as well as the shape and compactness of image information to determine homogeneous image objects. The identified numbers of distinct objects characterising LANDSCAPE was double-checked with ArcMap 10.1, the main component of Esri\'s ArcGIS suite of geospatial processing programs. Alternatively, map complexity can be determined by lossless JPEG compressed file lengths [@pone.0098148-Rosenholtz1], [@pone.0098148-Donderi1]. On average, the following jpg file sizes were obtained: 1,036 kb (highly rural), 1,564 kb (rural), 1,784 kb (rural-suburban), 2,552 kb (urban) and 4,261 kb (highly urban).

![The fifteen maps derived from ATKIS-Basis-DLM.\
Each map had a unique combination of DENSITY and LANDSCAPE. The three levels of DENSITY refer to the categories of active object layers. Each level of DENSITY represents a different percentage range of the total number of distinct objects (DOs) −1--10%, 25--45% or 100%. The five levels of LANDSCAPE (highly rural, rural, rural-suburban, urban, highly urban) refer to categories of characteristic topographies as used in cartography. The caption of each map refers to the represented area of Germany\'s federal state of North Rhine-Westphalia.](pone.0098148.g002){#pone-0098148-g002}

The DENSITY factor refers to the layer composition of the displayed content with three levels nested within each level of LANDSCAPE. The first level comprises roads only. By limiting the original composition to the road layers, approximately 10 percent (or less) of the original amount of DOs is displayed. The second level extends the idea of a road map and comprises roads as well as different categories of its surrounding areas (different land use classes, such as parks, forests and industrial areas). This level covers approximately 25--45 percent of the original amount of DOs. The third level comprises all point, linear and area elements contained in the graphics of the contemporary and ATKIS-based digital topographic map of North-Rhine Westphalia (DTK10-V-NRW), including the outline of each building [@pone.0098148-Landesvermessungsamt1] (i.e. 100% of the DOs, cf. [Figure 2](#pone-0098148-g002){ref-type="fig"}). To examine DENSITY, each of the maps assigned to one of the five categories of LANDSCAPE were further modified according to one specific level of DENSITY. In this way, all fifteen maps were featured with a unique combination of LANDSCAPE and DENSITY. Please note that LANDSCAPE and DENSITY are not independent and because the DENSITY factor is nested within the levels of LANDSCAPE in the present design, it qualifies the computation and interpretation of interaction terms between these factors.

The to-be-learned object locations were six circular symbols representing the locations of places of interest (POIs) on each map. Care was taken not to position POIs at the boundary of grid borders in order to avoid confounding factors (e.g., based on the route effect [@pone.0098148-Klippel1]). The same POI positions were used in all four grid conditions. The distribution of the POIs and the sequence of presenting the maps were random. All symbols were identical in size (d = 1 cm) and colour (R: 225, G: 0, B: 200). Any verbal elements, such as written place names and other object/attribute labels, were removed from the maps. All maps used in this study were derived from official geodata sets acquired and maintained by German public authorities (ATKIS-Basis-DLM). The study maps were mainly created using *ArcMap 10.1*. The grids were added using the vector graphics editor *Adobe Illustrator CS 5*. The final maps were then embedded into a script tool based on *Adobe Flash CS 5*. This script was used to run the trials and to acquire all test data needed. The maps were displayed on a TFT-LCD 24" screen that was calibrated in order to represent map colours designed in Germany [@pone.0098148-Landesvermessungsamt1].

Procedure {#s2c}
---------

The study consisted of a three-factorial 3\*5\*4 mixed design comprising the within-subjects factors DENSITY (3) and LANDSCAPE (5), while GRID (4) was the between-subjects factor. The participants were randomly assigned to one of four GRID groups. Each participant took part in 15 study-test trials in random order. In each trial, they were shown one of the fifteen study maps for 60 s and were asked to memorise the locations of the six POIs. The study phase was immediately followed by a filler task (60 s of multiplication exercises). After that, the map was shown again for 60 s without POIs, and the participants were asked to recall the six POI locations. To solve the recall task, the participants were instructed to use the mouse cursor and were asked to place the recalled POIs on the map. The participants were allowed to shift the locations of each point until they confirmed the position. Prior to the first 15-minute test trial, the participants were given a practice trial to make themselves familiar with the software, the tasks, and the general test procedure. The participants were encouraged to complete their tasks as accurate as possible.

Analyses {#s2d}
--------

The recall performance was assessed by measuring the Euclidean distance between the x and y coordinates of the recalled places of interests (POI) and the corresponding coordinates of its original location. The distance was measured in pixels (px). In accordance with previous research [@pone.0098148-Dickmann1], [@pone.0098148-Okabayashi1], [@pone.0098148-Bestgen1], the location of a recalled POI was considered correct if it differed no more than 28.4 px (0--1 cm) from the original location. A hierarchical 3\*5\*4 ANOVA including the within-subjects factors DENSITY and LANDSCAPE as well as the between-subjects factor GRID was computed for the hit rate (percentage of correctly recalled POIs) and spatial accuracy (mean distance errors of correctly recalled POIs). In the hierarchical ANOVA model, DENSITY was defined as nested within LANDSCAPE. The significance threshold was set at p = .05. The violation of the assumption of sphericity was tested by Mauchly\'s test, and Greenhouse-Geisser-correction was applied if appropriate. Significant main effects were further examined by Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons; only significant results were reported. Significant two-way interactions were resolved by linear and/or quadratic contrast after splitting the data by one of the factors to reveal linear and/or quadratic patterns in the data contributing to the particular interaction. Responses were considered for the ANOVAs only when at least two correctly remembered POIs increased the participant\'s average score. Due to this constraint, the data of 47 participants could not have been considered for further analyses. This high drop-out rate is probably linked to the low 1 cm criterion in the present analysis. Overall, in 1.5% of all trials, 0 POIs were correctly recalled (1 POI: 4.3%, 2 POIs: 8.6%, 3 POIs: 13.2%, 4 POIs: 17.1%, 5 POIs: 21.9%, 6 POIs: 33.5%). Of note is that the distribution differed between the grid conditions, with the 'no grid' condition showing the highest amount of trials not reaching the 1 cm criterion (no grid: 62 trials, crosses: 12 trials, dashed lines: 17 trials, continuous lines: 33 trials). A chi-square test confirmed that the number of trials not reaching the 1 cm criterion significantly differed across the levels of GRID (chi-square (3)  = 52.09, p\<.001).

Although it was not the main aim of the present study, sex differences as a between-subject factor were included in an additional analysis. Previous research on spatial abilities revealed that males tend to outperform females, for instance, in virtual maze tasks and in learning from navigation in a space [@pone.0098148-Hegarty1]--[@pone.0098148-Sandstrom1]. The superior performance by males does not refer to all tasks, but this is typical when people learn spatial configurations in the environment (direct experience). When they learn from maps (indirect experience), no differences between males and females are observed [@pone.0098148-Wolbers1]. Several studies indicated that females show equal (e.g. [@pone.0098148-Lloyd3]) or better recall performance than males [@pone.0098148-Voyer1]--[@pone.0098148-Galea1]; see also [@pone.0098148-Lloyd1], [@pone.0098148-Lloyd4]. Of note is that sex differences in recalling object locations from official topographic maps have not been tested so far.

Results {#s3}
=======

Hit rates {#s3a}
---------

The ANOVA on the percentage of correctly recalled POIs revealed significant main effects of GRID (*F*(3,93)  = 8.981, *p*\<.001, *η^2^*  = .26), LANDSCAPE (*F*(4,372)  = 22.034, *p*\<.001, *η^2^*  = .19) and DENSITY (*F*(8,744)  = 10.393, *p*\<.001, *η^2^*  = .101) ([Figure 3](#pone-0098148-g003){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the significant interaction GRID\*LANDSCAPE (*F*(12,372)  = 2.131, *p* = .015, *η^2^*  = .64) was observed, whereas GRID\*DENSITY (F(24,744)  = 1.151, p = .280, η^2^  = .036) was not significant.

![Main effects of the experimental factors (GRID, LANDSCAPE, DENSITY) on hit rate and spatial accuracy.\
Hit rate refers to the percentage of correctly recalled places of interest (POIs); spatial accuracy represents the mean distance errors of correctly recalled POIs (in px). The recall of a POI was considered as correct if the recalled location was within a linear distance of 0--28.4 px (0--1 cm) from the location of the original object. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. \*  =  p\<.05; \*\*  =  p\<0.01; \*\*\*  =  p\<.001 (Bonferroni-corrected).](pone.0098148.g003){#pone-0098148-g003}

Post hoc comparisons for GRID revealed that the hit rate for maps without grids (m = 61.78%) was significantly lower compared to maps with grids (all p\'s\<.009, continuous: m = 74.78%, dashed: m = 73.78%, crosses: m = 70.24%). No significant differences were observed between the continuous, dashed and crossed GRID levels. The post-hoc examination of LANDSCAPE revealed that hit rates for highly rural (m = 65.18%) and rural (m = 67.19%) maps were significantly lower than the hit rates for all other levels of LANDSCAPE (all p\'s\<.011, see [Figure 3](#pone-0098148-g003){ref-type="fig"}). No significant differences between highly rural and rural (p = .064), and between rural-suburban (m = 73.26%), urban (m = 71.78%) and highly urban (m = 71.86%) were revealed. In terms of DENSITY, hit rates at level 1 were significantly lower than at level 2 and level 3 (all p\'s\<.001), while the hit rates at level 2 were significantly lower than level 3 (p\<.001). In terms of GRID\*LANDSCAPE interaction, each level of GRID showed linearly increasing contrast (all p\'s\<.017). In addition, the quadratic contrast reached significance (p\'s\<.05) in terms of continuous (F(1,24)  = 26.699) and dashed grid lines (F(1,26)  = 22.113, see [Figure 4](#pone-0098148-g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Interaction of GRID and LANDSCAPE on hit rate.\
Hit rate refers to the percentage of correctly recalled places of interest (POIs). Significant linear trends are identified for all four kinds of grids. Continuous (A) and dashed grids (B) also reveal a significant quadratic trend (at p\<.05).](pone.0098148.g004){#pone-0098148-g004}

Spatial accuracy {#s3b}
----------------

The mixed ANOVA on the mean distance errors of correctly recalled POIs revealed significant main effects of GRID (*F*(3,93)  = 11.849, *p*\<.001, *η^2^*  = .28), LANDSCAPE (F(4,372)  = 13.906, *p*\<.001, *η^2^*  = .13) and DENSITY (F(8,744)  = 13.187, p\<.001, *η^2^*  = .124) ([Figure 3](#pone-0098148-g003){ref-type="fig"}), with no interaction term reaching significance (p\'s \>.27). The main effect of GRID was based on a significantly higher mean distance error in maps without grids (*m* = 9.68 px) than maps with grids (all p\'s\<.007). Furthermore, the mean distance error for crosses (m = 8.15 px) was significantly higher than for continuous grid lines (m = 7.05 px, p = .037, [Figure 3](#pone-0098148-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Pairwise comparison for the main effect of LANDSCAPE revealed that the mean distance error was higher in highly rural (m = 8.94 px) and rural maps (m = 8.56 px) compared to all other categories (all p\'s\<.046, rural-suburban: m = 7.88 px, urban: m = 7.57 px, highly urban: m = 7.52 px). No significant differences between highly rural and rural maps, or between rural-suburban, urban and highly urban maps were observed. The main effect of DENSITY was based on a higher mean distance error at level 1 compared to level 2 (p\<.001) and level 3 (p\<.001), whereas the last two did not differ.

Female vs. male participants {#s3c}
----------------------------

In a separate analysis, the factor SEX was added to the analyses of hit rates and spatial accuracy. No significant main effect of SEX on hit rates (*F*(1,95)  = .028, *p*  = .868, *η^2^* \<.001) or spatial accuracy (*F*(1,95)  = .592, *p* = .444, *η^2^*  = .006) was observed. The average hit rate was 82.43% (SD  = 1.77) for male participants and 82.81% (SD  = 1.42) for female participants. The mean distance error was 8.10 px (SD  = .27) for male participants and 7.83 px (SD  = .22) for female participants. The factor SEX did not interact with any of the main effects or interactions comprising GRID, DENSITY and LANDSCAPE in terms of hit rates (p\'s \>.192) and spatial accuracy (p\'s \>.624), whereas the result pattern of the analyses described above was replicated.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Encoding and recall of object locations in complex topographic maps (scale: 1/10,000) covering different land use was affected by the map-inherent factors of LANDSCAPE and DENSITY, and the addition of GRIDs. Any type of GRID (continuous lines, dashed lines and crosses) overlaid on these maps significantly increased both hit rates and spatial accuracy compared to 'no grid' condition, whereas differences between these GRID levels were scarce. Grids help improve spatial memory, which confirms the main hypothesis of this study. It is pointed out that the uniform structure of grid cells provides the map users with spatial chunks of information and apparently supports the encoding and recall of object locations. This result replicates previous findings in vision research on the effect of grid structure on spatial recall [@pone.0098148-Leifert1]--[@pone.0098148-Martin1] and transfers these findings to the idea of memory effects in complex topographic maps. It is well known that square cells support the visual inspection of scenes [@pone.0098148-Stainer1]. Grid cells as a focus for the map reader supplements the established geodetic and geographic functions of map grids (i.e. to define coordinates or to find locations of map objects [@pone.0098148-Hake1]--[@pone.0098148-Maling1]), and is a supporting tool for object-location memory. Based on the present results, it seems likely that during the encoding of an object location, people focus on the information contained in a square cell to improve encoding and subsequent memory retrieval.

Strong effects of GRID (continuous lines, dashed lines or crosses) are visible compared to the 'no grid' condition, but barely differ between each other. Continuous lines, dashed lines and crosses all seem to support the hierarchical structuring of the map into information aggregates [@pone.0098148-Martin1], [@pone.0098148-Stainer1]. They influence memory positively and reduce distortions in cognitive representations [@pone.0098148-Eastman1], [@pone.0098148-Hirtle1], [@pone.0098148-McNamara4]. The spatial accuracy measure shows an advantage of continuous grid lines over crosses, which is of particular note. The more solid grid lines are, the more the deviation of a recalled location decreases. It seems likely that the more the effect of grids on object-location memory increases, the more obvious they appear in the map. Although visible grid lines add further visual detail and thus complexity to a map, they still increase recall performance ([Figure 3](#pone-0098148-g003){ref-type="fig"}), which contradicts the assumptions of cognitive load theory [@pone.0098148-DeLeeuw1], [@pone.0098148-Chandler1]. It is rather suggested that grids form reference objects to encode spatial relations [@pone.0098148-Kosslyn1], [@pone.0098148-Golledge1].

An enhancement of the recall performance with higher complexity is also shown in terms of hit rate and spatial accuracy of the nested factors DENSITY and LANDSCAPE. The recall performance increases with a higher availability of distinct objects (DOs) -- most visible in a linear parametric increase of the hit rates for DENSITY ([Figure 3](#pone-0098148-g003){ref-type="fig"}). The effects of DENSITY for both hit rate and spatial accuracy indicate a strong performance decline in level 1. If a map contains main roads only, the mental representation is characterised by greater distortions than at the other two levels. In terms of hit rate, the integration of buildings (level 3), as currently recommended by public authorities [@pone.0098148-Landesvermessungsamt1], improves object-location memory, most likely due to anchor effects of reference nodes in urban topographies [@pone.0098148-Golledge1]. Of note is that this result, at first glance, seems to contradict cognitive load theory and assumptions that complex, heavily urbanised maps would entail greater need for spatial orientation [@pone.0098148-Westerbeek1]; see also [@pone.0098148-Lloyd2], [@pone.0098148-Evans1] and more recognition errors in case of increasing visual complexity [@pone.0098148-Neider1], [@pone.0098148-Donderi1]. An explanation for these diverging findings is provided by the 'levels of processing' [@pone.0098148-Craik1], where it has been proven that a higher demand during memory encoding leads to better memory performance. In the present study, map encoding based on higher DENSITY might have had a similar effect on spatial memory.

The effect on spatial accuracy was less pronounced, but the two higher levels of DENSITY improved the participants\' spatial accuracy, compared to low DENSITY maps with main roads only. In contrast to suggestions for user-centred map design [@pone.0098148-Gartner1]--[@pone.0098148-Davies1], the removal of (redundant) map information, i.e. applying lower DENSITY, does not necessarily improve information processing in maps. Although higher visual complexity is expected to increase visual search times [@pone.0098148-Neider1], it also decreases distortions of learned object locations. The removal of detailed representation of houses does not influence spatial accuracy. Still, both dependent measures indicate that not all map information (like urban areas and DOs) is redundant.

The results of the factor LANDSCAPE replicate and extend this assumption: more urban areas comprising a greater amount of DOs increase hit rate and spatial accuracy. Overall, the results of LANDSCAPE, with nested DENSITY, also question the parametric linearity of these relationships. [Figure 3](#pone-0098148-g003){ref-type="fig"} reveals that the effects of the more urban levels of LANDSCAPE on hit rate is rather curvilinear, as it is also indicated by the significant quadratic contrasts contributing to the GRID\*LANDSCAPE interaction of continuous and dashed grid lines (cf. [Figure 4](#pone-0098148-g004){ref-type="fig"}). The curvilinearity of these effects might indicate an optimum (or ceiling effect) of increasing LANDSCAPE levels (please also note a similar curvilinear effect for DENSITY in [Figure 3](#pone-0098148-g003){ref-type="fig"}), when an addition of DOs to a complex map does not further increase the amount of correctly recalled objects (also [@pone.0098148-Bestgen1]). It seems likely that an addition of DOs might even (slightly) decrease recall performance (see above [@pone.0098148-Tversky5], [@pone.0098148-Davies1]). This curvilinear trend matches findings of aesthetics research into visual complexity of images [@pone.0098148-Hekkert1], [@pone.0098148-Berlyne1] and contradicts studies on visual search in which linear parametric effects are reported (on search time and eye movement scan paths depending on visual complexity) [@pone.0098148-Rosenholtz1], [@pone.0098148-Neider1], [@pone.0098148-Henderson2]. A linear relationship cannot be simply transferred to spatial memory. [Figure 4](#pone-0098148-g004){ref-type="fig"} indicates a linear trend in maps without grids where the hit rate increases from rural to urban topographies: the more complex the LANDSCAPE level of the displayed topography, the better the hit rate. Adding grid lines leads to the curvilinear relationship, though still at a higher level of performance compared to the 'no grid' condition. Although grids decrease spatial distortions (thus leading to better formation of a cognitive map) throughout the levels of LANDSCAPE, it becomes obvious that urban topographic maps gain a smaller benefit from grids than more rural topographies. This leaves open the possibility that the effects of topography and grid lines are not additive. It can be speculated that the higher amount of DOs reduces the impact of spatial chunking by square grid cells.

This is the first study documenting these complex interactions. Future examinations manipulating visual features in maps might help to advance our understanding of these effects, and in particular of whether an optimum of available map information can be quantified and replicated with other complex map material. Still, it should also be noted that this is the first study to reveal that map-inherent topographic features of LANDSCAPE and DENSITY, and cartographic features like different kinds of GRIDS contribute to a reduction of spatial memory distortions. All three factors guide memory performance and affect spatial memory in an interactive manner. Thus, the cartographer, who is responsible for map graphics, is able to influence distortion tendencies in the user\'s spatial memory. Assuming the spatial quality of a cognitive map is important for map use (e.g. object-location memory when navigating), the representation of a given LANDSCAPE can be optimised by providing a GRID (continuous, dashed or crossed) and a high level of DENSITY.

Sex differences {#s4a}
---------------

Contrary to some results of previous research into sex differences in object-location memory where female participants showed superior performance (e.g. [@pone.0098148-Voyer1]--[@pone.0098148-Galea1]), the analysis performed within this study does not reveal any significant difference between female and male recall performance (see also [@pone.0098148-Lloyd3]). It is suggested that women and men use different strategies in spatial orientation. For example, women refer to local landmarks whereas men have a tendency to rely on environmental geometries and metric distances [@pone.0098148-Sandstrom1], [@pone.0098148-Wolbers1], [@pone.0098148-Chai1]. As this is beyond the scope of the present study, we can only assume that the different strategies by the different sexes result in equal performance quality when encoding and recalling objects in topographic maps.

Limitations and future directions {#s4b}
---------------------------------

Three limitations of the present study should be mentioned. First, the design did not allow a separate analysis and discussion of encoding and retrieval effects. We believe that with the help of eye-tracking methods, future studies will be able to examine the encoding phase more deeply and thus be able to separate the effects grids and map complexity have during encoding and recall. Second, the topographic base layer was varied using a nested factor: the three levels of DENSITY co-occured within each level of LANDSCAPE. This hierarchical approach limits the interpretation of DENSITY\*LANDSCAPE interactions. However, the approach copes with user-centred design issues in cartography. The factor DENSITY offers the option to select information layer compositions according to the individual purpose of map use. The activation of useful and de-activation of redundant information layers are issues often discussed in map design (e.g. [@pone.0098148-Meng1]--[@pone.0098148-Gartner1]). Based on the available maps, a fully orthogonal design seems difficult to construct. Third, each combination of LANDSCAPE and DENSITY was represented by only one specific map. Follow-up studies should include more maps per cell in the design to be able to average across maps and thus increase generalizability of the results by diminishing map-specific effects. Overall, the strong statistical effects indicate a robustness of the observed effects.

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

Object-location memory in topographic maps is influenced by different factors that add complexity to a map. A layer of square grids increases recall performance. Object-location memory is poorer in maps involving no grids, whereas different kinds of grids help reduce distortions. These results refer to topographic base maps featured with varying topographic bases. A topographic base showing a rural area provides less support for the formation of a more detailed and accurate cognitive representation of the area than a topography including more urban features, whereas a map that shows only the main roads of an area causes weaker recall performance than maps containing additional point and area features. The data are in line with the assumption that a higher amount of visual objects adds frames of reference to maps that guide spatial memory. An increase in redundancy cannot explain these data, and theoretical proposals are not supported by the present data. To further support theory formation in cartography, the next step would be the examination of the individual map parameters and features, such as the ideal sizes of grid cells. Future studies geared towards the definition of the graphic grid parameters should also consider aesthetic aspects of mapmaking. From a traditional cartographic perspective, it is most appreciated to maintain a low design profile of artificial map features, especially when they overlap other map objects [@pone.0098148-Kent1]. Therefore, the minimum size of effective kinds of grids should be determined.
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